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Stockholm, Sweden, Tuesday December 5, 2000

Nocom’s TradeVision signs contract
with Schreiner Airways Cargo

Dutch company, Schreiner Airways has signed a contract with TradeVision, part of the Nocom group,

for delivery and implementation of a full package of systems, providing Internet-based, real-time

supply chain management, automated tracking & tracing, cargo reservation and space control, and a

comprehensive forwarding system.

Air carrier Schreiner Airways provides customers with aircraft lease and charters, maintenance and

training, as well as operating scheduled and charter flights on behalf of leading brokers and airlines,

including KLM and TNT.  Schreiner started operating the new system from TradeVision on December

1, with January 1 2001 as the cutover date for full operational status.

“While having a strategy of expansion, we will remain a low-cost oriented operator with a slim

organization”, says Joop Ozephius, Schreiner Airways Manager Production Control.

“ We therefore depend on smart, cost-efficient, and value-adding systems to boost our operations by

full use of real-time, Internet-based and automated processes. As we realise our plans for cargo

operations on an expanding network, we will urgently need tools and a coherent IT infrastructure to

facilitate communication and automated electronic data interchange with customers, providers,

partners and all other parties involved along the supply chain.”

“Schreiner Airways Cargo is an example for the new air cargo operators born in the age of

e-commerce: focussed on cost-efficiency and with extreme demands on speed and mobility in

communication”, says Allan Harsbo, TradeVision senior vice president, global sales & marketing.

“We are happy to provide Schreiner Airways Cargo with a comprehensive solution comprising all key

TradeVision systems that will ensure a full integration of data streams, communication and

management facilities.”
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For further information, please contact:

Claes Borglin, CEO, TradeVision
Tel: +46-(0)70-582 1248
E-mail: clas.borglin@tradevision.net

Allan Harsbo, Senior Vice President, TradeVision
Tel: +45 4046 4445
E-mail: allan.harsbo@tradevision.net

Tomas Nygren, CEO, Nocom AB (publ)
Tel: +46-(0)708 – 65 53 16
E-mail: tomas.nygren@nocom.se

Or visit the web sites:
www.tradevision.net
www.nocom.com

Nocom AB (publ) was founded in 1985 and is listed on the Stockholm Stock Exchange Attract 40 (NOCM B).
Nocom provides companies with e-business solutions for the Internet and wireless networks. The company is

based in Uppsala, Sweden with offices in Stockholm and Gothenburg, Sweden; Oslo, Norway; Helsinki, Finland;
Copenhagen, Denmark; London, the UK and Warsaw, Poland.  The Nocom group employs over 220 persons.

About TradeVision
Since its formation in 1992, TradeVision has provided EDI and Internet logistic solutions for the transport

industry. Today, as a part of the Nocom Group, TradeVision has advanced solutions for e-commerce and links
over 100 airlines with over 600 agent offices throughout the world, spanning areas such as Africa, Australia,

China, Hong Kong and the USA.


